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Tel: +27 (0) 11 670-8400     Email: info@ats-motorsport.co.za 
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SABERTRIP 3 ODOMETER 
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FEATURES: 

• Easy to use with bright LED display 

• Compact size (130mm X 80mm X 25mm) and light weight (200 grams)  

• Works off GPS (use with 2 Wheel Probes or 1 Gearbox Probe as back-up) 

• GPS calibration - automatic 

• Total & Interval distance display 

• Additional features: 

    * Speedometer 

  * Stop Watch 

  * Master Clock (hh:mm:ss) with freeze facility 

  * Fuel Gauge – up to 500 litres 

  * 12V power  

• In addition to competition use also ideal for reconnaissance, route 

surveys and road measurement 

• Optional metal bracket available for easy mounting 

• Optional cigarette lighter power harness available (non-permanant installation) 

 

 

Pricing 

Odo – R 3250.00 excluding VAT 

Bracket – R 150.00 excluding VAT 

Cigarette lighter power cable – R 70.00 excluding VAT 
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START RAMP



Approaching speeds close to 200km/h on the ultra-
fast gravel stages, the “Caledon Grand Prix” forms 
Round Five of the South African Rally Championship. 
The Toyota Cape Dealer Rally is the fastest and most 
fearsome event on the 2012 calendar as its 13 stages 
around the Western Cape’s Overberg town of Caledon 
demand total commitment from crews as they pitch 
their rally machines over the blind crests, fl at-out 
straights and sixth-gear sweeps.
 With four crews all in with a shout for the overall 

Drivers’ Championship title at the end of the season, this 
event will be important for the challengers to gain an 
advantage over their rivals. But, with 17 premier Class 
S2000 entrants for this rally the fi ght for the podium places 
will be hotter than ever this season.
 The bravest rally drivers and co-drivers in South 
Africa will face 13 speed tests over three days of competition, 
with the event getting under way on Thursday 13 September 
and concluding on Saturday 15 September. This is the fi rst 
time that the Championship visits the Western Cape in 
2012, and the enthusiastic motorsport fans will gather in 
their thousands along the 200km of stages to cheer on their 
favourite teams.

 A short 700-metre stage starts the Toyota Cape 
Dealer Rally on Thursday evening at 19h00 at the Cape Gate 
Toyota dealership in Brackenfell, and spectators are welcome 
to get close to the cars before the action starts and meet 
the drivers and co-drivers. After a restart at 08h00 on Friday 
morning, the rally moves to the farmlands around Caledon 
before an overnight halt at the Tsogo Sun Hotel, Casino and 
Spa in Caledon. The fi nal day of competition resumes at 
08h45 on Saturday morning and concludes in the afternoon 
with a prize-giving ceremony at the Tsogo Sun.
 Team Total is South Africa’s largest privateer squad, 
boasting four Toyota rally cars in two categories. Jean-Pierre 
Damseaux/Grant Martin (car #10) and Mohammed Moosa/
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Andre Vermeulen (car #13) compete in the premier Class 
S2000 in Toyota’s Auris S2000 rally weapons and battle it out 
against their factory-backed rivals for the prestigious Drivers’ 
Championship. Craig Trott/Robbie Coetzee (car #62) and 
daughter-and-father pairing Stefanie Botha/Willem Hugo (car 
#74) proudly fl y the Team Total livery in Class S1600 with 
Toyota RunX machines.
 A number of changes to the traditional format of 
this event sees the inclusion of new stages in the Elgin/
Grabouw area and then the crews will return to the usual 
high-speed wheat fi elds around Caledon. This will favour 
Somerset West’s Damseaux, who has competed on these 
roads on numerous occasions. His outright speed on the 
opening stages of last month’s Rally South Africa before his 

early exit from the event saw him challenging for a podium 
position, and he will be a challenger for the same on these 
roads.
 A frustrating event last month also saw Moosa retire 
early from the Rally South Africa, but he too set a string of 
impressive stage times to worry the leading crews. His Team 
Total Toyota Auris S2000 is primed and prepped for the high-
speed bursts of action that lies in wait in the Western Cape 
this weekend. The Tzaneen-based businessman’s potential is 
promising, and top fi ve result is within grasp. Will it be here? 
Team Total confi dently thinks so.
 The two stars in the Class S1600 and Two Wheel 
Drive Championships are Trott and Botha are looking to add 
to their CVs with fi ne performances in the “Caledon Grand 

Prix.” Trott still leads the Drivers’ Championship, and will be 
after another Class win to add to his tally for the season.
 A strong run that ended in retirement on Day Two 
of last month’s Rally South Africa showcased Botha’s speed 
and promise once more, and the daughter-and-father pairing 
will be aiming to secure more points for the Championship 
scores. She is familiar with the dirt roads on this event and 
the faster the stages, all the better her Team Total Toyota 
RunX S1600 performs.
 For more information on this event and on Team 
Total, please visit http://www.total.co.za, on Facebook at 
http://wwwfacebook.com/TotalSouthAfrica and on Twitter at 
http://www.twitter.com/TotalSAfrica. H&H



Ashley Haigh-Smith is aiming to claim his second South African Ashley Haigh-Smith is aiming to claim his second South African 
National Rally Class Championship in 2012 in the Two Wheel Drive National Rally Class Championship in 2012 in the Two Wheel Drive 
and Class S1600 categories. Learning and competing in the highly and Class S1600 categories. Learning and competing in the highly 
popular WRC Academy internationally, Ashley’s bid for victory in popular WRC Academy internationally, Ashley’s bid for victory in 
this weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally (round six of the eight-this weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally (round six of the eight-
event series) will be a high-speed affair where the bravest will event series) will be a high-speed affair where the bravest will 
win. Keep up to date with the young ace on his website at win. Keep up to date with the young ace on his website at 
http://www.ashleyhaighsmith.com.http://www.ashleyhaighsmith.com.
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SERVICE PARK



After taking a lead on the very fi rst stage of the 2012 
Rallye Defi , Ken Block and Alex Gelsomino drove 
through bright sun, heavy rains and over rough roads 
on their way to victory. The Monster World Rally Team 
pair led the rally from start to fi nish, thrilling the 
fans at the fourth round of the 2012 Canadian Rally 
Championship (CRC).
 “It wasn’t all that easy, but it was a lot of fun,” said 
Block after the rally. “These roads here are quite amazing, so 
I really enjoyed myself.”
 On the very fi rst stage of the rally, Block set the 
fastest time, beating his closest rival by 19 seconds. Over 
the following three stages, the team opened up a lead of 
nearly a minute.

 “I just knew that those fi rst four stages were quite 
rough,” said Block. “I knew that if I could write the notes well 
and put in good times, then if I could get a lead, I could just 
maintain it through the rest of the time.” 
 As the stages smoothed out later in the rally, the 
team held the lead through the rest of dry and sunny day 
one.
 Clouds and rain rolled in overnight, and Saturday 
offered a different challenge to drivers. Roads stayed wet as 
thunderstorms rolled through the region all day. The high 
humidity also caused a number fogged windshields, cutting 
already reduced visibility.
 Block/Gelsomino continued to maintain their lead 
trading times with Antoine L’Estage and Nathalie Richard 
through the second day. Although L’Estage has won the 
Rallye Defi  six times, he did not have an answer to the pace 
of the leader and fi nished the event on the second spot on 

the podium.
 “There were a lot of different challenges this 
weekend,” said the reigning Canadian Rally Champion. “We 
knew Ken would be really fast. I think he’s improved a lot as 
a driver, and they have basically a World Rally Championship 
car. We have to be realistic, our car’s are not quite like that. I 
thought on my own turf I could match him, and I was driving 
really hard. It’s always good to have good competition. It’s 
always very fun to drive as hard as we could on Friday.”
 Driving at the limit all weekend took a toll on 
L’Estage’s car. Suffering two fl at tyres with seven kilometres 
remaining in the stage, L’Estage was forced to drive without 
stopping, losing more than 90 seconds and dropping even 
further back. Problems in the transfer case meant the crew 
had to rush to replace the part during the mid-day service.
 “Today was not a great day, but at the end we’re 
in second place,” said L’Estage. “It’s very good points for 
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the Canadian and North American Championships, so it’s 
not bad. I don’t like to be second, but if we look at the big 
picture, it’s not bad.”
 Crazy Leo Urlichich and Carl Williamson battled 
both diffi cult conditions and an occasionally diffi cult car all 
weekend.
 “I’ve never been this tired at the end of a rally, to 
be honest,” said Urlichich, who is second in the Canadian 
points standings. “I feel very happy. We were off the pace a 
bit this afternoon. I don’t know how much is the driving and 
how much is the car.”
 On the very fi rst stage, the pair suffered driveline 
problems, losing power to the right rear wheel of the car. 
The pair had to contend with the problem for another three 
stages before they could have the service crew attempt 
repairs. As a result, further components suffered damage, 
while at the same time, the car began to overheat, a 
symptom of failing head gaskets. After a furious effort by the 
team to replace both the gearbox and the engine overnight, 
things appeared to improve for the team. But failure of a 
shift cable meant they had to take a penalty for leaving 
service late. Despite these issues, the team was able to keep 

a secure hold on third place, rounding out the podium.
 The fi rst four stages of the rally were so rough, that 
they claimed ten cars. Saturday’s diffi cult conditions cut the 
fi eld down even further, with only 13 of the original 29 cars 
arriving at the fi nal time control.
 Pat Richard and Alan Ockwell were one of the teams 
eliminated early, when mechanical problems sidelined the 
team just a few hundred metres from the fi nish of the third 
stage. It was a devastating blow to the team, who needed a 
strong performance to revive their championship ambitions.
 In Two Wheel Drive, only one car – the Ford Fiesta 
R2 of Ed McNelly and Ole Holter – made it to the fi nish. Even 
so, the rally was not easy, with the pair having a light roll on 
Saturday. With spectator help, they righted the car and made 
it to the fi nish.
 “Friday morning, those stages were really really 
rough,” said McNelly, who was competing in his second 
Canadian event, having won Rallye Baie Des Chaleurs in July. 
“We picked our way through it. We made it to start today.”
 The Rallye Defi  was dramatically changed from last 
season after competitor input. New roads were found to add 
to the stage distance and the challenge, and were widely 

praised by the competitors at the 2012 edition.
 “We had a great event this year,” said rally organizer 
B. Gilles Lacroix. “Partly it was the weather, and partly it was 
the new stages we put together. I think the fi rst four stages 
made a big difference.”
 

H&H

Final Overall Classifi cation for Rallye Defi :
01) K. Block/A. Gelsomino 
       Ford Fiesta HFHV - 01h 33m 26.0s
02) A. L’Estage/N. Richard
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX + 03m 20.3s
03) L. Urlichich/C. Williamson 
       Subaru Impreza WRX STi + 07m 09.2s
04) S. Losier/P. Poirier
       Mitsubishi Lancer Evo VIII + 12m 45.1s
05) M. Labrie/R. Labrie
       Subaru Impreza WRX + 13m 57.8s
06) M. Rochefort-Laframboise/J. Milette 
       Subaru Impreza WRX + 14m 35.6s
07) M. Bourassa/D. Paquette 
       Subaru Impreza WRX STi + 17m 49.1s
08) M. Riddle/A. Neumann 
       Subaru Impreza WRX STi + 18m 41.3s
09) W. Haywood/J. Daly 
       Subaru Impreza WRX + 21m 07.1s
10) A. Oullette/N. Oullette 
       Subaru Impreza WRX + 24m 30.8s



Less than two weeks after Czech Republic hosted 
Round Nine of the all-action Intercontinental Rally 
Challenge (IRC), the series remains in Eastern Europe 
for the Prime Yalta Rally in Ukraine’s picturesque 
Crimea region this weekend.
 A new addition to the IRC roster in 2011, the 
Prime Yalta Rally is one of the most exciting asphalt events 
of the season with its spectacular waterside service park, 
demanding stages through the stunning Ai-Petri mountains 
overlooking Yalta, not to mention the huge following the 
event attracts from fans.
 Famed for its Mediterranean climate and location 

close to the stunning Black Sea coastline, the Yalta Rally is 
unique in that two quick-fi re stages take place prior to the 
ceremonial start, albeit a short distance from the event base, 
on Friday. It also covers a tried and tested route with the 
three different stages on day three virtually identical to the 
runs used on Day Two, albeit in a reverse direction.
 The Prime Yalta Rally stages are typically fast and 
fl owing, not uncommon with the undulating asphalt roads 
found in the south of France and similar in places to Giru 
di Corsica-Tour de Corse, which hosted the fourth round 
of the IRC earlier this season. Road surfaces are generally 
smooth, albeit lacking grip, with a good line of sight into the 
corners that should enable drivers to push to the maximum. 
However, the asphalt is broken in sections and there is a risk 
of punctures despite the robust covers produced by the IRC’s 

tyre partners Michelin and Yokohama. While temperatures 
hovered around 25 degrees centigrade when the Yalta 
Rally took place in June of last year, the mid-September 
date means that there is a slight question mark about the 
weather, with rain a possibility.
 One of the key features behind the ongoing success 
of the IRC is the allowance in the regulations for drivers to 
pick and choose what events they contest based on budgets 
and other commitments.
 With drivers able to count their best eight scores 
out of a possible 13 only, defending IRC champion Andreas 
Mikkelsen has chosen not to include the trip to Yalta in his 
schedule for 2012 having already contested nine rounds of 
the series so far this year. But he remains a big fan of the 
event and the challenge it will present the crews taking part.
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 “The Tarmac is very different to any other rally I’ve 
ever done; it’s very slippery in the dry and if it’s wet it will 
be really tricky,” said the Skoda UK Motorsport driver. “The 
stages are more or less the same as last year, so there are 
some spectacular stages – especially Ai-Petri. That goes up 
a big hill and then you go straight into the next stage, Plato, 
which goes down the hill. These two stages are quite tricky 
for punctures, but if you stay out of trouble on these two 
stages I think you’ll have a good chance of scoring a very 
good result.”
 Rashid Al-Ketbi makes a welcome return to IRC 
action in his Skydive Dubai Rally Team Fabia S2000 for 
what will be his fi rst appearance in Yalta where he will 
face opposition from rising Finnish talent Mikko Pajunen, 
who is co-driven by Kimi Räikkönen’s former navigator Kaj 
Lindström in an M-Sport Ford Fiesta S2000.
 Yuriy Protasov will pilot a Fiesta RRC – similar to 

the car Giandomenico Basso drove to victory on Rally San 
Marino earlier this year – for the 77 Rally Team, where he 
will be joined by fellow Ukrainian Yukhym Vazheyevskyy in 
a Peugeot 207 S2000. Yağiz Avci, from Turkey, will drive 
a Fiesta S2000, while László Vizin will compete in Eurosol 
Racing Team’s Fabia.
 The battle for home supremacy will take centre 
stage in the IRC Production Cup with young talent Vitaliy 
Pushkar going up against established ace Valeriy Gorban in 
the showroom category. Pushkar won the IRC Production Cup 
in impressive fashion on the Sibiu Rally in Romania in July 
and will once again be a contender for victory in his Dream 
Team Ukraine Ralliart Mitsubishi Lancer. Gorban, meanwhile, 
doubles up as the boss of the Mentos Ascania Racing team, 
which has considerable international competition experience. 
Romania’s Marco Tempestini will also be one to watch in his 
Subaru Impreza R4 STI as will Italian veteran Marco Cavigioli 

and Volodymyr Pechenyk, who claimed IRC Production Cup 
glory in Yalta last season. Frenchman Robert Consani, who 
competes under a Ukrainian licence, will also challenge for 
victory in his Renault Mégane RS.
 As well as being eligible for IRC Production Cup 
honours, Robert Consani will be in the hunt for fi rst place in 
the IRC 2WD Cup. The Renault driver trails Harry Hunt by 
26 points after nine rounds but with Hunt not competing in 
Ukraine, Consani can slash his lead to one point if he wins on 
his Yalta debut. Romania’s Vlad Cosma and leading female 
driver Ekaterina Stratieva, from Bulgaria, will also impress as 
will Honda Civic drivers Ivan Ostapchenko and Alexey Panov. 
Murat Bostanci, from Turkey, is one of several M-Sport Ford 
Fiesta R2 drivers taking part, while Giedrius Kriptavicius from 
Lithuania will be lining up in a Renault Clio. complicated rally 
with a risk of punctures.” H&H



Entering the fi nal four events of the 2012 World Rally 
Championship, the new-look Wales Rally GB this 
weekend is a traditional mainstay of the Championship 
since its inception in 1973. The most skilled drivers 
and co-drivers have completed their recce of the route, 
have dialed in their setup confi gurations for the 19 
stages and now all that awaits is the starter’s fl ag on 
the start ramp in Llandudno, on the northern tip of 
Wales.
 The sport’s biggest names will be out to claim 
maximum Drivers’ and Manufacturers’ points this weekend, 
and after a string of dominant performances smart money 
will be on Sebastien Loeb/Daniel Elena and the Citroën Total 
World Rally Team to claim another victory in 2012. Their 
team-mates Mikko Hirvonen/Jarmo Lehtinen will also provide 

a strong attack this weekend, and the work will be cut out 
for the Ford World Rally Team on their ‘home’ round. The 
Blue Oval squad has the best record here, with ten podium 
fi nishes since 1973, and with Petter Solberg’s success rate 
on these stages the Ford Fiesta RS WRC will undoubtedly be 
fi ghting for a win.
 And what of the privateer WRC crews? At the front 
will be Mads Ostberg in his Adapta World Rally Team Ford 
Fiesta RS WRC with Ford colleagues Ott Tanak (M-Sport Ford 
World Rally Team), Evgeny Novikov (ALM Russia Ford World 
Rally Team) and Citroën Junior Team’s Thierry Neuville with 
Nasser Al-Attiyah’s Qatar World Rally Team Team Citroën DS3 
WRC too. Joining them will be South African six-times rally 
champion Jan Habig in an M-Sport Ford World Rally Team 
machine with returning British WRC star Matthew Wilson 
after a months-long injury recovery period.
 This event has been moved forward two months 
from its traditional November date, and this means that 

weather conditions for teams will be an unknown factor. The 
week before recce, the region experienced sunshine days but 
as the rally start looms heavy rain has turned the roads into 
the usual muddy affair we expect on this iconic rally.
 Once more, the rally base is Cardiff, but the stages 
take place to the north of the Welsh capital city. The roads 
are narrow and well-used gravel tracks, as timber machinery 
uses them daily. More, tree-lined stages on wooded hills offer 
tight and technical speed tests, and these roads may become 
rutted on the second pass. 
 After the ceremonial start in Llandudno on Thursday 
evening, crews then head to traditional stages on Friday. The 
second leg  kicks off near Brecon before the high-speed and 
crowd-pleasing Celtic Manor resort.
 The fi nal day’s stages are played out in south 
Wales before it concludes in Cardiff on Sunday afternoon. 
The action takes in 19 stages over 324.92km in a route of 
1,604.05km.
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Will this be the weekend where Sebastien Loeb clinches his record-Will this be the weekend where Sebastien Loeb clinches his record-
breaking ninth WRC Drivers’ Championship title? The WRC Wales breaking ninth WRC Drivers’ Championship title? The WRC Wales 
Rally GB will be a thrilling and telling event...Rally GB will be a thrilling and telling event...
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